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If 'Mumbo Jumbo' Like Blogs & RSS Leaves You Flat Then... "Finally, 30 Year Old Physics Teacher

Screams, 'Enough Is Enough' And Answers Your Most Pressing Questions On Blogs & RSS... "Give Me 1

Hour And 47 Minutes And I'll Reveal The Secrets Of Getting Highly Responsive, Cash Rich & Ready

Buyers To Your Website Today" From: Brandon Hong Dear friend, re you frustrated seeing others using

new 'technology' to make money while you're left alone 'in the dark'? If you can spare me 1 hour and 47

minutes I will finally answer your most pressing questions on Blogs and RSS. Because that's exactly how

long my recent 'client-only' webcast called, "Blogs and RSS Revealed" is. When you listen to it all the

'technical' fog will be lifted and you'll be able to look at blogs and RSS with a crystal clear understanding.

What's more you'll be able to profit from your new found knowledge almost immediately. Blogs And RSS

Revealed Here's just some of the answers I revealed, How to quickly get a blog up and running in 3 easy

steps even if you don't own a website! The top 5 reasons a blog out-performs a traditional website and

how you can take advantage of them. 10 surefire ways to drive hordes of traffic to your blog! How to

finally 'get' what RSS means for your marketing once and for all.. Discover how to make money from your

blog today! The no hassle way to adding a blog to an existing website to boost traffic and sales. A quick

guide to effective niche blogging! When you should 'ping' your blog for maximum traffic benefit and why.
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How RSS and Blogs relate to getting joint ventures with large list owners! Hosting your own blog Versus

using a free service - the pro's and con's . List building and ezine publishing with blogs and RSS! Where

to find a FREE newsreader to read your RSS feeds. And just look at some of the overjoyed un-solicited

responses I got at the end of the webcast... "Over-Delivered And Gave Some Truly Valuable Information!"

"Hi Brandon, "I just wanted to thank you for such an extensive overview of what blogging & RSS is all

about. "You not only answered the most common questions people have about blogs, but you

over-delivered and gave some truly valuable information. "Thanks again! Sincerely," - Droku AbilitiesYou

"Enough Info To Get Started Making Money!" "Hello Brandon, "Thank you for such an informative

webcast. "If someone just listened to you webcast they would have enough info to get started setting up

and making money with a blog and rss feed." - Debbie Gragg HomeBizProfits.com There's a lot of

confusing and sometimes downright misleading information written about blogs and RSS feeds. It's

natural for you to only listen to reliable experts because mistakes in business, especially with new

technology, can cost time and money. And that's time and money you can ill afford. So... Why Should You

Listen To Me? Hi. My name is Brandon Hong. You may or may not know me. I've set up more blogs and

RSS feeds than I've eaten hot dinners. And I like a hot dinner! I also publish five of my own private blogs,

including multiple rss feeds too and I regularly consult for clients on blogging and RSS. I'm the 'go to guy'

when my marketing buddies want to setup their blogs and RSS feeds. "Learn to trust 1-2 experts..."

"Brandon, "It is easy to experience overwhelm on the Internet. "To get things done, you have to learn to

trust 1-2 experts in each field of doing business online. "So when it comes to BLOGS and RSS, listen to

this webcast before you do anything else, because Brandon is just such a person." - Noel Lyons

PureProActivity.com People come to me for specific advice on Blogs and RSS for a reason - I hold

nothing back. And you can be 100 sure you'll get the kind of meaty knowledge which makes the

difference to you being a success or not. For instance here's... Even More 'Blogs & RSS Revealed' 5 hot

tools I recommend for turning your blog and RSS feeds into a 24/7 cash-spitting ATM! The sizzling

relationship between RSS and blogs and how it effects your business. How to create your own RSS feed

and start driving traffic to your website today! Resources for creating instant content and blog directory

use exposed. List building and ezine publishing with blogs and RSS! Which one more important blogs or

RSS and which one is the future. The fastest way to get an RSS feed from your website! Wordpress

Versus Blogger , I give you the low-down on what software to use for your situation. How to use RSS and



blogs to skyrocket your Google Adsense earnings! Multiple blogging, what's advisable and whats

unnecessary. Where to advertise your RSS Feed to gain maximum exposure! The best way to generate

outside links from a blog to a website for search engine optimization purposes. Aren't you itching to jump

aboard the blogs and RSS revolution now, so you can finally get your fair share of highly responsive

customers for your business? These audios are waiting for you and will answer your most pressing

questions today. Hey don't just take my word for it. Just look at what other people are saying... "Already

Found 3 Main Tools Which Will Greatly Enhance Our Business!" "Brandon, "Thanks very much for the

invite to the WebCast. "I've not gone through all the questions and answers yet, but have already found 3

main tools which will greatly enhance our business! "I look forward to immediately implementing the

suggestions & reaping the rewards. "Thanks again," - Gregg Web-Site-Design.tv "...Questions Helped Me

Zoom-In On What No Other Paid RSS Documents Seemed To Care About..." "Thanks! "The way the

webcast is split up into questions helped me zoom-in on what no other paid RSS documents seemed to

care about... how to set-up an RSS feed. "Way to go Brandon!" - Cal Ogweng VisitHomeBiz.com

"Opened So Many Options... Opportunities For Expansion" "Brandon, You have done an excellent job of

explaining blogs and RSS to a new website owner. "You have given me so much information to digest.

"This information has opened so many options that I was unaware of and opportunities for expansion in

the future. "Thank you." - Georgia Creative-Party-Theme-Ideas The problem with so many information

products these days is they're written from the point of view of the author and NOT on the pressing

questions of the customer! No wonder so many of them are flat out useless! Especially when it comes to

anything 'technical' like blogs and RSS. That's why you need an expert who answers your kind of

questions, cut's out all the fluff and jargon and gives it to you straight in an easy to understand way! So...

Here's What You'll Get The audio package consists of 33 detailed answers to your most pressing

questions on blogs and RSS. It's presented on digitally enhanced Audio MP3. A grand total of 1 hour and

47 minutes of expert answers, advice and recommendations so you can finally use the power of blogs

and RSS yourself. The questions and answers are arranged in easy-to-manage chunks so you can

quickly find what part of the presentation you'd like to listen to or review. A complete ebook, listening all

the questions and answers. NOTE: The ebook and audio are not the same - please review them both to

gain maximum advantage! Your low investment for this unique package is just $7! That's much less than

an average person's "take out" these days. Consider how much money you could make with all the highly



responsive, ready to buy visitors you'll get using the new power of blogs and RSS? Wait! Grab This

Package & Get These Bonuses Today When you make your small, smart investment today I'm going to

"throw in" these wonderful bonuses to sweeten the deal even more! Please understand I may withdraw

these bonuses without notice. I can only hand out licenses like this for so long and they will be withdrawn

immediately when I decide 'enough is enough'. It could be today, tomorrow or next week... Bonus #1:

Audio & Ebook Master Rights: "Blogs & RSS Revealed!" You'll get FULL Master Resale Rights to this hot

selling package. You may sell this package and keep 100 of the profits with no royalties due whatsoever!

I'm really sticking my neck out here, however i want you to be able to profit not only from this information

yourself but make money with it too. This package would be a perfect money making advertisement on

your blog! Just put up a link saying, "Blogs & RSS Revealed - How to quickly and easily start your own

blog today!" That's what I call "hassle-free easy money". These rights have an estimated $197 value, yet

there yours FREE with your Blogs & RSS Revealed package today. Bonus #2: Full Turnkey Website

Materials: "Blogs & RSS Revealed!" I'm also giving you all the materials you'll need - this professional

website letter, the graphics and a ton of other product images and banners you can use to promote this

product. Everything you need is here. A complete turnkey solution. These materials have an estimated

$397 value, yet there yours FREE with your Blogs & RSS Revealed package today. Finally You Can

Profit Yourself Now that I've given you this no-risk way to getting highly responsive, cash-rich and ready

buyers to your website by answering your most pressing questions on blogs and RSS, the rest is up to

YOU! And what you're getting for a laughable $7 is worth at least 10 times that in real hardcore value at

the very least. Seriously, if you've read this far, you know you have a strong interest in this information

making the difference to your online sales. All that's left is to take the action to do it... Yours for Blog &

RSS profits, Brandon Hong PS: Here's one final word from Jenny Dunham... "A Much Clearer

Understanding..." "Brandon, "I really appreciated your web cast. I am working on a blog, I just haven't had

the time to do all the reading I need to do to get it going. "Being able to listen to your explanations and

answers to questions was very helpful for me. "I feel like I have a much clearer understanding of blogs

and RSS feeds and how they can help in my internet endeavors." - Jenny Dunham
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